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and Mozilla Firefox bundles, and Samsung smart TVs and Blu-ray players, the company has

announced. “Firefox is one of the few stable and fast options for users worldwide to browse the
internet and use the web. We strongly believe Firefox has a valuable role to play in users’ browsing

experiences,” said Shin Jong-suk, head of Samsung’s IT and mobile division, in a statement.
Samsung’s blu-ray players and TVs now come with a custom Firefox browser that is optimized for the
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1208 794 By : John ].Q: Assembly language -
How do i know my moves in chess is

random? Does anyone knows how to show
that all my moves in chess has a random

chance of winning. Please try to explain with
simple assembly code. A: First of all, your

game needs a random number generator. If
you build a random number generator, you'll
probably end up with something like xor ax,
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ax ; clear the accumulator mov cx, 1023 ;
we'll use a lot of random number mov bl, 0x
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